Correlation of a chicken stage 4 neural plate fate map with early gene expression patterns.
A number of gene markers are currently claimed to allow positive or negative visualization of the early chick neural plate at stages 3d/4, when its fate becomes determined. Some markers labeled by various authors as either "neural" or "non-neural" indeed show ectodermal expression patterns roughly correlative with widespread yet vague ideas on the shape and size of the early neural plate, based on previous fate maps. However, for technical reasons, it is not clear how precisely these expression patterns correlate with any experimentally determined fate boundaries. An eventual mismatch between fate and marker interpretation might bear importantly on ideas about gene functions and causal hypotheses in issues such as the establishment of the neural/non-neural border or the earliest mechanisms of neural regionalization. In this review, we correlated a set of epiblastic and mesendodermal gene expression patterns with the novel neuroectoderm proportions suggested by our recent fate map of the chick neural plate at stages HH 3d/4 [P. Fernández-Garre, L. Rodriguez-Gallardo, V. Gallego-Diaz, I.S. Alvarez, L. Puelles, Fate map of the chicken neural plate at stage 4, Development 129 (2002) 2807-2822.]. This analysis suggests the existence of various nested subregions of the epiblast with boundaries codefined by given sets of gene patterns. No gene expression studied reproduces exactly or even approximately the entire neural plate shape, leading to a combinatorial hypothesis on its specification. This kind of analysis (fate and molecular maps), jointly with competence maps, provides the basis for understanding gene functions and the mechanisms of neural induction, specification and regionalization. Several gene patterns observed are consistent with precocious incipient regionalization of the neural plate along the dorsoventral and anteroposterior axes.